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Strategic
Framework

Become Malaysia’s Leading Converged Communications and
Digital Services Company

Our Vision

Maxis for All
Individuals, Homes and
Businesses

Our
Strategy

Lead
Convergence

OUR STRATEGIES

Our Differentiation

Offer
Differentiated
Enterprise
Solutions

Achieve Differentiated
& Digital “Unmatched
Personalised Experience”

Expand &
Digitalise
Customer
Service

Personalised Solutions
Provider

Lead in
Technology

Unmatched Personalised
Experience

Evolve MaXis Way:
World-Class Effective and
Responsible Organisation

Evolve Culture
& Strengthen
Corporate
Citizenship

Embrace
Innovation,
Digital &
Sustainable
Practices

Best Place
to Work

Lead Convergence

We have taken the approach to lead the market in bringing the best converged experience to our
customers. We will continue our focus on offering mobile and fixed broadband bundles with a
differentiated device membership programme and multi-platform experience packages to enrich our
customers’ digital lifestyle.

Offer
Differentiated
Enterprise
Solutions

In a rapidly evolving market, more and more Malaysian businesses are requiring digitalised solutions
that enable them to thrive and grow. We aim to provide not only worry-free, end-to-end solutions, but a
wide range of differentiated offerings that provide our customers with an edge.

Expand &
Digitalise
Customer Service

With an ambition to be Malaysia’s leading converged communications and digital services company,
we strive to bring our services to everyone in Malaysia – individuals, homes and businesses. With
an extensive network of touchpoints, we are accelerating our efforts to create personalised digital
experiences and to engage with more customers in both the physical and virtual worlds. Leveraging
digital technologies, we empower customers through providing self service technology, simplifying
customer journeys and creating a seamless multi-channel experience.

Lead in
Technology

We are continuously raising the bar with our industry-leading 4G LTE network, the fastest in Malaysia,
and our high-speed advanced fibre network. We have invested significantly in our network and in new
technologies.

Evolve Culture
& Strengthen
Corporate
Citizenship

To keep up with our customers’ growing needs in the fast-changing digital landscape, we are
continuously evolving the way we work to enhance our capabilities and platform. Our MaxisWay culture
of mutual responsibility, personal accountability, pride and urgency allows us to be purpose driven,
have a customer-first mindset, always curious about the possibilities of what technology can do and
to constantly develop ourselves. We also leverage digitalisation and technology to create meaningful
impact on the lives of local communities through better access to educational tools and opportunities.

Embrace
Innovation, Digital
and Sustainable
Practices

At Maxis, we pride ourselves on fully embracing an innovation and digital mindset to continue to help us
to create amazing products and services for our customers. Our digital capabilities allow us to operate
in an agile nature and differentiate ourselves in the market. Our innovation mindset also drives our
commitment to minimise our environmental impact through responsible and sustainable practices.
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